MEDIAGRID objective
Contribute to the definition of an open mediation framework for the Grid « framework » means a reusable design of a mediation system expressed as a set of abstract classes (or components) 
LAV

Mediation queries S 1 =Q(MS), S 2 =Q(MS)
GAV
Mediation queries MS=Q(S 1 ,S 2 ,S 3 )
MEDIAGRID big picture 
Q: R1 R2 R3
Given an entity R within the mediation schema and exported schemas
How to generate mediation queries computing data of R from data of sources Generation of mediation queries
Extract relevant portions of a source (mapping schemas) for a given mediation schema.
-> mapping for R : (K, A) of S1/R1, (A, B) of S1/R2 and (B,C) of S2/R3
Find the candidate operations between mapping schemas using rules such as 
